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ABSTRACT

We report observation of the scattered spectrum from a Zeeman degenerate

aty.n at high laser intensities. For a J = 0 to J = I transition in the

prcseizcc of collisions, we observe an asynmetric triplet in the polarization

parallel to the incident laser and an asyinmetric doublet in the polarization

perpendicular to the incident laser.
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1. Introduct ion

Iir recenlt vy.ar,; thitre i h.i.; blw n wide ,prad tnt , r.'st In h. gli ntln:.: t li.i'

I'e.on.tlil" I li :t.. ter'[l+ f l thle pl't w.it, olt of Co I It!; I . 1 -f; Mal owl,

dcV'clo,,d the t lory for a .;Ir!ple Lwt,--ttte atom, in-luding the effect; of

colli Ions, by IntLrodtwc in plienomenoloi',ical relaxation ter;.s to the o'quatIons of

8 strongly driv en Lwo-t-tat t ;Y't";Lvm. 'flits a pprox ima ation, l,hi t h is qu iivlent

to the NKrkoff approxination, leads to equation. which are valid in the impact

region of the sptctrLun. 'lie theory predicts the well--known a1s;)-metric triplet

structure in the scatte-ed spectrum. Theso effects have been observed by

Carlsten, Sz;zke and Raymer (CSR) 4 in nonlincar light scattering from strontitmi

perturbed by argon.

Recently, Cooper, Baillagh and Burnett (CBB),5 and Fiotak and Van

Kranendonk 6 have calculated the expected polarized scattering spectrimr at high

intensities vlhen Zeeman degeneracy effects are included. CEB predict, for the

case of a J = 0 to J = I transition and a linearly polarized incident laser, an

asymmetric triplet scatterd in 7r polarization, and an as),mnmetric doublet in a

polarizati~on. The predictions for the w polarized scattering spectrirn agree

with fief. 6, however Fiutak and Van Kranendonk do not quote results for the a

polarized spectruri. In this letter we report the observation of these spectral

features in the case of strontium perturbed by argon. The qualitative agreement

with the results of CBB 5 is quite good.
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1 1 ' t,t1 1. L, i Ca. (A[%; JIIIr:t ioi) :;

The theory for lilt vi;e t Iel d ,catering. fro:i a Zleen;in d.gonerte attom Ini

ml 1 ( .[tonl ev I rol:!ellt h.1; be'I ' given by C'fl) in tho J;;pact apjwi b: Imit)ion

and l;t dy-,;t t ilt.e t We te-e Ih( h f ot Oit on of C!,It I.hroti'ghokit. '111c 1i Irt.

approxinmainu re,;WrA c t he validity of their result. Lo prc:;r;ures low cnough

.uch it I the durat I n (if a co :;ion ( T C ) Is ,mall compared to the Line

betw,.een Collision:- (T ). in addilion the results are applicable for detunini'

from line center (,-w 0 = A) small compared to the inverse of a collision

duration, A < l/t c  For the case of van der Waals broadening l/t c  1012 s-1

thus their results slhould he valid for dotunings A e 5 cm . The tleory,

furthermore, is valid in the regime where the collision rates arc independent

of laser intensity, i.e., when PTc << I where Q is the Rahi frequency.

Similarly the steady-state asstnptiozi restricts their results to laser pulse

lcngths ('rp) large compared to the time scales associated with the system

relaxation rates ( >> T T where TN is the radiative lifetime). For buffer

p c'

gas pressures of -10 torr and again asstning a van der Waals interaction TC

tN ~5nS.

For the case of interest here, a linearly polarized laser tuned near the

Sr resonance line (a J = 0 to J - I transition) and perturbed by Ar (van der

aals broadening) CBII5 predict a triplet in the scattered spectrun polarized

parallel to the incident laser and a t in the scattered spectr n polarized

perpendicular to th., Incident laser. In L. c parallel polarization (Fig. la)

the three peaks correspond to (i) Rayleigh scattering off the ground or md 0

cublevel of the excited state, (ti) "three-photon" scattering (ollored by

fluorescence, and (iII) collislon--induced fluorescence from the excited mj ,

state. Tlese featurt.s are exactly those associated with nonlinear scattering

from an fI..iliztd two-state atom In the presence of collisions.



In L ci ' t:.! lctwla- lu irl:t. it ,, two peak.; cotre!;pond to colli:;loon.il

e:cClttfion of rho !I sublcvels of the excited state (Fig. I ) followed y

(I) fluorescence to the ground state or (I) an Inverse Htaman excit.ation of

the rm, = 0 CxCILed stlLe.

In the expertirental result.s. reported here, neither the impact approxitiaLion

nor the s;teady-state approxirmation Is srrictly valid. "luus detailed quantitative

comparisons with the theory are not possible. However, the experimental results

are In a'reement with the qualitative conclusions of CyB° 5

III. ' Rperimental Apparatus

The experimental apparatus is basically the same as that used by CSR.4

The apparatus consists of an N2 pumped linsch type dye laser tuned near the

strontitrm resonance line (6s2 Is0 - 6s6p IP1 at 460.7 nm) and tightly focused

into a stainless-steel crossed oven containing strontiurni vapor at -500°C-600°C

and an argon buffer gas at pressures of -2 to 500 torr. The laser power at

2
the center of the oven was estimated to be -1 CW/cm . The scattered light was

detected at 90° through the side aria of the oven, and focused onto the entrance

slit of the monochromator. The signal was detected by a photomultiplier, fed

Into an rf shielded, gated, analog integrate and hold circuit and recorded on

a chart recorder with a 2.2 s time constant. Further details of the apparatur

can be found in CSR.4  The major difference in our experiment was the addition

of a glan-prisin polarizer on the dye laser output, an analyzing polarizer at

the side window output of the oven, and a reference polarizer oriented at 45°

and positioned before the entrance slit of the nonochromator to remove the

polarizing Influence of the grating.



A. Spe c trutmi

Typi cal spect ra are, showii In Fig. 2. -Moese spectra were taken at

a U-Mileratu're of -(00')'( and axgnpressure:'. of 5, 50 and SOO torr

rcspect vel y. Ilie S17 densi ty, as riea'ured by the curve-of-growth me thod

was -2 1 cm- which agreed to -507 With the Va1por pressure curve

r es ults. At this (len.sity iiid an Ar pressure of 5 torr thc ratio of the

van der Wails broadening rate (y(Sr-Ar)) to the resonance broadeniing rate

(y(r-S))was -10. The effect of Sr-Sr collisions on the results then should

be negi Igible. As an additional check the experiments were repeated at 550*C

(measured Sr density =6 x 10 13 cm 3 ) and the results were unchanged. Thie

laser detuning in these spectra was A = 17 cm- (-(-0.4 nn) to the red. Ilhe

monoelmroitator resolution was --0.07 nm and the absolute wavelength calibration

is expected to be good to ±0.02 nn.

Thie triplet and doublet features are clearly visible in the two

polarizations at low argon pressures. As the pressure is increased the

collisional features dominate over the radiative components (Fig. 2 -

500 torr). Note also that each component (except the Rayleigh peak) has large

asymmetric wings. These wings are due to the variation in ac Stark shift that

different atoms experience as a result of the spatial intensity dependence of

the laser field. Thie Stark sifts are, of course, away from the Kayleigh

peak, hence the asymmetry. In the Stark wings (Stark shift >0.1 nm) the

fluorescence path is optically thin, however, the fluorescence around line

center Is heavily trapped.

Thec majority of the MeaSUrements were done at a laser detuning of 17 cin -

to the red of the Sr res;onance linec. Changing the detuning had little effect

on the qutalitative featu:res shmowni In Fir. 2. With the laser tuned to the blue



(if th i r I J. i l Ie lit' t ;c.,tt to i'd ;pt-ct Iim was Aga' in u (ii.1 I ta IlviJy

i n ii' iar. 1owt.vtr., in V xpt' ted %;e follid the Col ii t iona1 fea turc.. to I), 1ich

weake'r for biue det iniI iq.; , orresi pnndig to ab~i;optton in thv ant1-.;tat c will),

of the Itue ;an su. ;t'eqlne.nt ' re-emi %i,.ton.

V. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that the experimental techniques of CSR 4 for the

study of collisional redistribution and saturation of near resonant scattered

light can be easily extended to include polarized scattering experiments.

These experiments can obviously give much more information about collision

processes in "real" (i.e., Zeeman degenerate) atomic systems including

information about mj-changing collision rates.

We have also verified the qualitaLive predictions of C1113 5 concerning

high Intensity near-resunant scattering fron a Zeeman degenerate atom in the

presence of collisions.

This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under
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Fi ,. I. I'roce,;,,.'a; lnvol.vcd In forriatlon of spcctrmti (the s;tr;itght arro,..,;

repre';vnt ab.;orpt ion of a larcr photon, the wavy arrows reprer Int an

emitted photon, and tho double arrows represent a collisional

proce-.s)

Fi,. 2. "Typtcal scattered light spectra (red detuning), at (a) 5 torr, (b)

50 torr and, (c) 500 torr. In each case the uqper curve is the

parallel polarization and the lower curve the perpendicular

polarization. Tei arrows indicate the unshifted positions of the

peaks.
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